(A) Programmes presented for observations with EMMl which expllcltely Include a beck-up programme to be conlow atmcspherlc vapour content, for ex- ducted by the obseruer wlth SUSC
ample prevailing at the observatory. should the seeing conditions become
Technically, such a mode of operailon superb durlng hisher EMMl run.
evidently requires that on the telescopes
(B) Programmes requesting either
having varlous focal-plane Instruments, EMMl or IRSPEC exclusively, not caone is able to execute any changewer pable of uslng superb seetng for deciwlthaut loss of observing time.
9 sive scientific advantage and whlch
shoutd ba considered m "programmes
wRh risk inhrruptkn", because If opFlexible Scheduling of the N l l
tlrnurn seelng condltlons appear, the
in the Second Half of 1991
astronomer-In-charge on La SHla Is able
Ground-based telesmpes of the new to decide to Interrupt such a pre
g~neratlon,like the NlT, have their aux- gramme in order to carry out a preillary equipment especlaliy designed for gramme of type (C) wlth SUSl (by serthis mode of operation. This is why ESO vice mode). To compensate for the risk,
wlll shtt implementing flexible schedul- such programmes should be allocated
ing although not at the ideal level s minlmum of three nights in order to
d d b d above on this telmope as ensure that these can stlll be canid
from Period 48 (1 October 1991 1 April out with some success even when in1882). The available Instruments being tempted.
EMMI, IRSPEC and SUS1, In a first stage
(C)Programmes requiring direct imthe follmhg policy has been proposed aging with excellent seeing conditions
to and dlscuased with the OPC by the and hence SUSl exclusively. As these
D1-r
General, Three categorim of kinds of observations are unpredictable,
programmes are considered.
they will be conducted In service
to refit the schedule every night, almost
in red tlme, according to the meteomlogical condkbns excellent seeing or
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PROFILE OF A KEY PROGRAMME:

mode. Typically, hours rather than
whole nights wlll be requested. However, if applicat.lons for SUSl obswvstiom cannot be conducted during the
requested period they wllt not be carrled
over to the next obaewing Period.

A Galn of Experiencefor the VLT
The flexlble scheduling experiment
described above aims at the best possible use of La Silla's best nights at the
NlT. It wlll also contribute to establish
detailed rules requlred for an efficient
Impfemenhtlon of flexlble scheduling In
the future.
SUSt 's deep high-resolution Images
of the sky will provide Important information, new ideas, ancillary and complementary observations to the Space
Telescope, tmnsfomlng our paradigms
of dlrect imaging.
The use of EMMI, IRSPEC and SUSI
in a flexlble mode wlll certainly contrlbute to achieve familiarity for the future
use of the VLT with regard to Instrumantal deslgn, operations mode and observing schedule optimization.
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Extragalactic distances are not only
Important for the determination of the
lntrlnslc properties of galaxies and clusters of galaxies, but dso for the callbration of the (present) value of the Hubble
constant H,, whlch is one of the fundamental parameters of cosmology. Thls
callbratlon has posed great difficulties In
the past, mainly because of poorly controlled selection effects and because of
the faintness of reliable distance indb
cators at the required distances. The
MT opens here new possibilities.

Background
Presently many extragalactic distance

indicators are used without an objective
judgement on the intrinsic merits of the

nearer group of galaxies, where also
Cephelds the most reliable distance
tance determinations(Etlobularclusters1, Indlcatots at present are still accessnova$, supernovae3, D,,-o relation4,Tul- Ible, and where the dependence of the
ly-Flsher methods, planetary nebulaee, dhtance Indicators on galaxy type and
HR-o relation of H11-regions7, surface galaxy brnlnosity can be 8tudiM.
brightness fluctuations,' etc.) are availThe Key Programme intends to deterable, but the results are at least partlalty mine the distance of flve members (2
uncertain and discrepant, such that the early-type, 3 late-type galaxies, cwVirgo distance is still conddered to be ertng a wide range in luminosity) of the
controversial (wlth values between 15 Centaurus group using Cepheids,
and 22 Mpc)'. An objective analysis of novae, globular clusters, planetary
the different methods and their uncer- nebulae, brightest stars and others as
iahtles is very difficult here because of far as possible. This group is 2 to 4
the relatively large distance of tha Virgo times nearer than the Virgo cluster and
cluster and the heterogeneity of the the observational limitations are theredata.
fore much less severe. On the other
In the present programme, therefore, hand the group is dlstant enough that
the reliabiltty of as many dktance indi- CCD framm cover a slgnmcant fraction
cators as possible wlll be tested In a on Individual group members.
specific method. Far the Vlrgo Cluster

more than eight different Individual dls-

-
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ably placed frame. 24 exposures in B,
taken at Pday intervals (except during
bright tlme) are needed for the period
determination. The Cephdds have
mean rnqnitudes em+ s 26.1 {requlring a detection limit of 27.0 at minimum)
and mB(max) 5 25.2. If the group Is
(Improbably) more distant than
assumed, the P-L relation at maximum
light can k used solely wlth r i l e loss of
accuracy'4. For optimal control of InterScientificAim
national absorption additional plates In
V, R and I are needed, but because the
The following results are expected
amplitudes are progressively smaller at
from the Key Programme:
longer wavelengths 6, 6, and 4 ex(1) An accurate distance to the Cenposures, respectively, are here sufftcient
taurus group from various distance indlto obtain mliable mean and/or maximum
cators wlll establish the most dlstant
rnagn~udea'~.
reliable milestone in the Universe.
(2) Novae. NGC 5128 produces -30
@)The Cephelds in one large Sc
novae per year1'. The search wlll be
galaxy and two small Im galaxies will
done on V exposures m u s e of thelr
dlrectly exhlbii the metallicity effect on
large field and the high quantum emthe period-luminosity (P-L) relation,
clency. Essentially all of the novae are
which la cruciat to derive a first-class
contained In four V frames, two on either
LMC dlstance from Galactic Cepheids,
side of the dust lane. 45 exposures of
(3) An Intercomparison d the results
from Cepheids and other distance indiFor an evaluation of the feasibility of the four frames, spaced by 2 days (incl.
cators (novae, globular clusters, planet- the Key Programme a relatively large some grey tlrne), wlll yield -7 novae.
29.0 These novae will be searched for in real
ary nebulae, brightest stars) is obtained. dlstance Is assumed, 1.e. (rn-&
Thls will allow to assign proper weights and (m-M)" 28.8 (5.8 Mpc). The time and must be followed in B (flve
to the distance indicators of the Virgo angular separation of the galaxies, plates each, spaced by 2 days), becluster. With the cluster velocity with which agree closely In redshift, suggests cause the lurnlnosity-decline rate relarespect to the Machlan frame now at a depth effect spherlclty assumed of tion is locally calibrated only in 817.The
handlo, this wlll lead to a high-accuracy OY 4, but the multiple distance informa- fainter novae must be followed down to
tion arid the apparent association of mp = 25.0 with S/N 10. NOnova rate Is
detmlnation of H,.
(4) The Centaurus group is prollfic in NGC 5128R)KS 1324-41 and NGC available for NGC 5236. If Its dlstance Is
supernovae and its distance wlll provide 523WNGC 5264 wDI offer a good handle as small as 3 Mpc, its absolute maga fundamental callbration of the lumi- to solve for any appreciable depth nitude would b only --19.5 and the
nova rate would be correspondingly
noslty of supernovae of type la as stan- effect.
The Key Programme wlil rely primarily low. A search programme is themfore
dard candles (opmlng a direct, inde
postponed untll a more accurate dlspendent route to H,,'~ and other super- on the following distance Indicators:
(1) Cephdds. The three late-type tance Is known, which wIll allow to prenovae.
(5) There Is presently no distance from galaxies wlll have an ample number of dict the success rate.
(3) Globular clusters, NGC 5128 has a
primary distance indicators known for Cepheids with P > 1O4 within one sutt-

The Centaurus group not only provides an excellent intercomp~sonand
intmational-oonsistency test for varlous distance Indicators, but also the
mean distance of the group (containing
the unique galaxy NGC 5128 Cen A!)
b particularly uncertain - with estimates
ranging from 3 ~ p cl to
l 7.9 ~ p c and
l ~
deserves a special effort.
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an E or SO galaxy (with the exception of
the peculiar E galaxy M32). The two SO
galaxies of the group should be Important to calibrate the Dm-cr relation4and
the surface brightness fluctuation
method8.
(8) The gravitational pull of a galaxy on
the Local Qroup Is proportional to its
apparent luminosity (If MIL = const.).
Because Cen A is roughly as bright as
the integrated Virgo cluster, Its decelerating effect of Av = Her
vOb,
(where r is the distance of the Centaurus
group and v*, the observed mean veImlty of that group [vhs = 273 krn a*',
corrected for Virgocentric Infall]) Is expected to be of the same order as the
local infall into the Virgo clu~ter'~.
A
confirmation would greatly contribute to
our understanding of the correlation between (visible) density fluctuations and
pecullar veIcltles.
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Susanne Him8trmtst~tMm the #m-Plenck-lnstitut # Radioastmmrm(e in Bonn ( G m g Is one of these and &ring an observing Mp to fhe
-In
late Septembsr 1890, she took the two photos shown here. On a moonlit nlght, the I@ht from that orb Is reflectedIn the SEST. and the
souhem letlhide of &I SIlle (s Indicated by the fact that the nwth celestia/ pale is below the hwhon.

total population of 900 globular ctusters

within 16!1'~.
For a good djstmce determination hey should be followed 2 mag
beyond the peak of thair lumlnoslty
1.e. Mg -5 or r n =~24.0.
Their idenhificatlon will mt (4 on statistld subtraction of foreground
and
backgrwnd galaxies, and (b)on (partial)
resohrabllity. Becauea of the relatively
large number of foreground stars, a
large Mld must be suweyed, particularly
aince it is not yet known down to which
magnitude the dusters will appear to be
resolved wlth the NTT. 16 blue frames
are needed, of which the lnna slx are
expected to be available from the nova
follow-up. Almost the entire ReId will be
cowred by 6 V frames that are needed
for colour information. Scaling by
lumlnoslty, 360 c1usteP.s wlthin ? E O are
expected for NGC 5102. This requires 9
blue and 4 V frames. The cluster populatlcm of NGC 5238 must be much smaller
(-807). Here the duster Indentlfidon
depends en#reIy on r#solution. Nina
blue frames are requested under optlma1 observing condltbns for later
follow-up spectroscoW (this not bdng
patt of the p m n t proposal). Eventually
the globular dusters in this Sc galaxy
are deciskre to test whether their
IurnlnoaZty functlon depends on galaxy

-
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(4)Planetary nebulae. To establish the
lumlnoslty function of planetary nebulae
for d&mt galaxy types one c e n M
frame in each of the five programme
g a k k is nesded. For a reliable identification four expasum In t
h red
channel are requtred: [O Ill] h5007h+n,
h5007Asff, Ha-on, and Ha-off. Judglng
from the luminosity functions pmented
for the Vlrgo C l u e , the photometry
should be carried out down to 26.5 mag.
Because ofthe m w filters grey time
is p m i d b k
(5)BrlgMest stars. The 6 and V
frames Under (3) of the two SO galaxles
are likely to resolve the brlgMest stars of
the red-glant tip; they wlll be valuable as
Mure dlstmm lndlcators for E and SO
galaxies. Additional distance Information wlll be obtain& from the brightest
blue and red d of the three latetype galaxies. They will be i d e M e d
from B, V cdour mgnitudes diagrams.
The nec=my frames are obtalned
under (1) and (3): only four additional V
frames are needed for NQC 5236.

Conclusion
The flrst nine half-nights have been
allotted to the Key Programme, beginnhg In Aprll, 1991. They wlll be devded
almost entlrely to the Cepheids. The decisive test is to demonstrate that they
appear within the expected magnitude
range. In the positive case, even a pre-

SEST Users' Meeting and Workshop on
MPllirnetre-Wave Interferometry
The second SEST Users' Meeting wlll be held at ESO Garchlng on Wednesday 22 May
1991, and it wilt be followed by a one-day workshop on current developmerrts In
millimetre-wave int#rferometry on Tfiursday 23 May. F u d r Infoemation rran be
obtalned from the
of the Science Divldon.

llminary Cepheld distance of the Cantautus Group will allow to further optimize the strategy for the other dlstance
Indlcatm.
Untll the new genmtlon of lnstrumwts will become available on Space
Telescope, the N l l Is probably the only
telescope with which the present project can be carrlacl out. If successful, the
project should also outline future avenues of We VLT.
It Is obvious that the present programme would have llttte hope of
success without the institutron of the
Key Programme.
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